The Connected Commerce Era Is Here

The Poynt Smart Terminal is built to give businesses the tools to thrive in it.

It’s more than just a sleek and secure terminal that accepts all forms of existing and emerging payments. It’s a platform that provides access to data and insights that will give you and your merchants superpowers.

Learn how to become a partner:
sales@poynt.com
For Merchants

**Rock-solid security**

Poynt takes customer data and privacy seriously, with 24/7 fraud and tamper detection solutions, end-to-end encryption technologies, and full PCI compliance.

**Easy integration**

The Poynt Smart Terminal seamlessly integrates into any kind of POS. Our Android-based app marketplace provides easy access to customized solutions so merchants can manage their businesses the way they want.

**Future-proof**

The Poynt Smart Terminal is built to process all payment methods, powered by an operating system that stays up-to-date in real-time, and a SDK that evolves as business does.

**Real-time business insights**

The Poynt HQ app gives merchants access to transactions, trends, insights, and customer information on both smartphone and computer. They can pinpoint loyal customers, optimize inventory, and easily search, manage, and export sales data.
For ISOs and Acquirers

**Sell in seconds**

- The first fully PCI and EMV certified smart terminal that’s in stock and ready to ship
- All-in-one device: POS, terminal, and integrated PIN entry
- Mobile and countertop—for any merchant environment
- One SKU for your sales and support teams to understand and manage
- Next-gen business management solutions with Poynt HQ and Mission Control

**Deploy in minutes**

- Simple installation—merchants can get up and running in a matter of minutes
- Customizable and co-brandable solutions so you can own the relationship
- Ability to build your own apps and deploy them to your merchants in days

**Keep merchants forever**

- Visibility into your merchants’ problems in real-time, so you can offer a solution before they know there’s an issue
- Seamless, instant software updates from anywhere
- Customer support tools for the modern world, to keep your merchants happy for life
A Smart Terminal that plays with others

Merchants are diverse. That’s why Poynt was designed to easily and natively integrate with any POS device. No matter what’s on the merchant’s counter or what tools they use.

- **Integrate with any solution**
  - Dedicated POS hardware
  - Tablet, Mac/Windows-based POS
  - Cash registers

- **Enhance POS capabilities**
  - Developer tools for easy integration
  - Hardware features to extend utility of any POS
  - Plug-and-play integration with peripherals

- **Simplify as an all-in-one solution**
  - The Smart Terminal + Poynt register app
  - Built-in scanner and printer
  - Business insights with Poynt HQ
## The Details

### Takes any form of payment
- Magnetic stripe
- EMV (chip and pin)
- NFC for all contactless payments
- QR code
- Beacon
- Loyalty programs

### Industry’s highest security
- PCI PTS v4.0 certified
- EMV certification
- Dedicated secure processor
- 24/7 terminal security monitoring
- Certified third-party applications

### Built for mobility
- Durable, ergonomic form factor
- Rechargeable battery (up to 8 hours)
- Charging power dock

### Many peripherals in one
- Barcode and QR scanner (dedicated camera)
- Receipt printer
- PIN pad
**Beautiful 7” merchant touchscreen**

- Simple, intuitive, customizable interface
- Rich HD color display for both images and video

**Dedicated 4.3” customer touchscreen**

- Signature capture
- PCI-certified PIN entry
- Private tip-management
- Consumer messaging (including video)
- Canvas for consumer engagement
**Connect any way**

Wi-Fi

Cellular

Ethernet

**Connect to anything**

USB ports

Cloud-based and native integration apps

**All the hardware for amazing app innovation**

Quad-core processor

Bluetooth LE

16GB storage

Front-facing camera

Speaker

Microphone

GPS

Digital compass

Accelerometer

Three-axis gyro

Ambient light sensor